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ABSTRACT
The conversion of solar energy to produce hydrogen by means of water split-
ting mechanism is a potentially transformative approach to achieving a clean
and renewable energy society. Photo-produced hydrogen is a valuable fuel
and energy carrier, which is easier to store than electricity or heat, and it is
nonpolluting, inexhaustible, and flexible with respect to energy conversion
in heat or electricity. However, despite its promise, the photocatalytic split-
ting of water into hydrogen and oxygen using sunlight still suffers from low
energy conversion efficiencies. In this study, we explore the possibilities of
obtaining enhanced photocatalytic conversion by exploiting the properties
of polar interfaces coupled with finite size effects. By tuning the proper-
ties of a polar heterojunction, it may be possible to realize tailored surface
chemistries that are optimized for oxidation and/or reduction. To demon-
strate this concept, we computationally explore the intersection of finite size
effects and surface polarity compensation mechanisms in the anatase (TiO2)
/ cuprous oxide (Cu2O) heterojunction, a system which has recently been
realized in experiment. Due to its low valence band edge, anatase has a good
oxidation potential; by contrast cuprous oxide has a good reduction potential
due to its high conduction band edge. This makes the heterosystem an in-
triguing candidate for photocatalytic water splitting; however, the interface
between the two materials is polar, unstable in the thermodynamic limit,
and subject to polarity compensation mechanisms. Using the first-principles
techniques based on density functional theory, we model the polar interface
between TiO2 and Cu2O and analyze the polarity compensation mechanisms
that take place for finite-sized systems. In the thermodynamic limit, such
polar heterojunctions have diverging potential (polar catastrophe). However,
for thin-film systems composed of only several atomic layers on either side
of the heterointerface the intersection of this polarity with finite size effects
results in novel compensation mechanisms that can result in tunable surface
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chemistries suitable for enhanced photocatalysis.
Finally, we study the water adsorption mechanism on the TiO2/Cu2O sys-
tem. We observe that the charge transfer takes place at the interface of
H2O- TiO2/Cu2O where electrons from the water molecular are transferred
to the heterostructure hence increasing the binding energy as well as the ox-
idation capability. We notice a variable behavior of binding energy for both
compensated and uncompensated systems. We observe a range of 1-1.5 eV
of binding energy as a tuning parameter fairly wide and maybe capable of
capturing the photocatalytic activity peak. Thus, we successfully establish
that polar thin-film heterointerfaces can be a useful system for catalysis, and
demonstrate that computational modeling of these metal oxide systems can
help guide experimental work in order to deterministically control surface
orientation and chemistry for optimized photocatalysis.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
In recent years, the surface science of anatase titanium dioxide has received
substantial research interest due to its potential for photocatalytic water
splitting to cleanly and sustainably produce hydrogen fuel. One of the many
incentives of studying TiO2 surfaces is to obtain insight into surface proper-
ties at a fundamental level that can help the wide range of its applications and
the insight of surface properties on a fundamental that can help to improve
materials and device performance [1]. The growing demand for renewable en-
ergy is currently driving an increasing need for a clean, renewable fuel source
such as hydrogen. Photocatalytic splitting of water via oxide semiconductors
is a potentially promising technology [13]. There have been large number of
research in progress to enhance the efficiency of photocatalytic activity in
TiO2 both in experiment and in theory [2].
Some of the applications of titanium dioxide are in solar cells for the pro-
duction of hydrogen and electric energy, dyed sensitized solar cells (DSSC),
gas sensor, white pigment, corrosion-protective coating, optical coating, ce-
ramics, water purifiers, biocompatible devices, and in electric devices like
Li-based batteries, electrochromic devices and gate insulators for the new
generations of MOSFETS [1, 3–8]. TiO2 is the future of microelectronics
because it has a high dielectric constant and can be used as a thinner dielec-
tric films which has the potential to replace silicon oxide and silicon nitride
films [9]. Similarly, nanostructured TiO2 is an interesting candidate for host
materials because of its high surface area, chemical stability and low cost [9].
One of the greatest scientific challenges of 21st century is the direct conver-
sion of solar energy into clean and renewable fuels. Photocatalysis is currently
in an early stage, but promising technology for meeting energy demand via
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the clean production of hydrogen fuels. Currently, industrial evolution of
hydrogen is accomplished via the oxidation and reduction of hydrocarbons.
This process is detrimental to the environment due to the release of carbon
mono-oxides and other contaminants into the atmosphere. Photocatalytic
splitting of water has emerged as a promising technology to produce hy-
drogen in a clean and efficient way. Since hydrogen production using solar
energy is a goal for clean and renewable energy, there have been numerous
efforts made to produce hydrogen in large scale and several reaction schemes
have been proposed and most importantly there have been extensive efforts
in search for photocatalysts for water splitting reactions [10]. In this study,
we focus on photocatalytic splitting of water and we use computational tools
to understand, analyze and optimize the TiO2/Cu2O heterojunction for pho-
tocatalysis.
We focus on TiO2/Cu2O heterojunctions because Cu2O is a non-toxic,
widely abundant, and relatively cheap to produce p-type semiconductor with
low band gap has a maximum solar conversion efficiency of ∼12 % in a
single layer photovoltaic cell and is important for its corrosion protection
properties [11, 12]. The Cu2O with absorption in visible light spectrum is
associated with the favorable band energy alignment with TiO2 and hence
leads to an efficient pathway for charge transfer [13]. It has been shown that
Cu2O is an effective photocatalyst for photocatalytic water splitting under
visible light [14]. It has also been shown in literature that in an intrinsic metal
oxide semiconductors Cu2O can form a heterostructure n+/p/p+ cell with
efficiency up to 28.6 % for photovoltaic application and there are reported
fabrication of such copper oxide nanocrystals demonstrating great potential
for future [15,16].
1.2 Photocatalytic Splitting of water
Solar energy is an inexhaustible natural resource, with the magnitude of
solar power striking the earth’s surface at any one instant equal to 130 mil-
lion 500 MW power plants [17, 18]. Therefore, it is absolutely critical to
take advantage of such an immense natural resource. Photocatalytic split-
ting of water was first discovered by Fujishima and Honda in 1972 on TiO2
electrodes [19, 20]. Since then, there have been research efforts in under-
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standing and enhancing the photocatalytic efficiency of TiO2 [20, 21]. The
mechanism for the photocatalytic splitting of water involves three steps: (i)
photocatalyst absorbs a photon whose energy is greater than the band gap
of the material, creating electron-hole pairs in the bulk, (ii) charge carri-
ers separate and migrate to the surface without further recombination, and
(iii) photo-oxidation and photo-reduction occurs where water is oxidized to
oxygen and holes (H+) and hydrogen ions are reduced by electrons to form
hydrogen [10]. The first two steps are strongly dependent on the structure
and electronic properties of photocatalyst, therefore, knowing the essence
of electronic structure is an integral part of photocatalysis because it pro-
vides the knowledge of photo-induced carriers [22]. Photocatalytic splitting
of water is depicted in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Photocatalytic splitting of water image from [10].
The reaction of photocatalytic splitting of water can be written as [23]:
1. TiO2 + hv −→ e− + h+
2. 2H2O + 4h
+ −→ O2 + 4H+
3. 2H+ + 2e− −→ H2
The overall reaction can be summarized as 2H2O + 4hv −→ O2 + 2H2.
Figure 1.2 depicts the photocatalytic splitting of water on TiO2. When pho-
tons of energy greater than the band gap of TiO2 strikes the surface, electrons
from the valence band jump to the conduction band leaving behind holes in
the valence band resulting in electron-hole pair. Water is oxidized by holes
to form oxygen whereas hydrogen ions are reduced by the electrons to form
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hydrogen. For efficient photocatalysis, the process of charge separation must
take place more quickly than the process of carrier recombination, in which
the electron loses energy and drops back into the valence band, effectively
destroying the charge carriers (this will be discussed in more detail in Sec-
tion 1.2.1). The main objective of the thesis is to enhance charge carrier
separation in photocatalytic water splitting reaction which can be achieved
by exploiting the properties of semiconductors and forming heterojunction
of TiO2 with low band gap semiconductor (in this case, Cu2O).
EH2 /H2O
EO2 /H2O
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Figure 1.2: Photocatalytic water splitting on TiO2 [24].
1.2.1 Inefficiencies in TiO2
Photocatalytic splitting of water suffers from low energy conversion efficien-
cies due to several reasons one of which is the high band gap of TiO2, which
allows for the absorption of only a small portion of light in UV region in
solar spectrum. For photocatalytic systems rate limiting step is interfacial
charge transfer; via improved charge separation, it is possible to enhance
the overall quantum efficiency [25]. Additionally, the fast recombination of
photo-generated electron/hole pairs (before the redox reaction takes place)
releases energy in the form of unproductive heat or photons [26]. Other
inefficiencies are the fast backward reaction where the recombination of hy-
drogen and oxygen into water takes place since the decomposition of water
into hydrogen and oxygen is an energy increasing process [24]. To solve this
problem, many efforts have been made to reduce charge recombination and
enhance photocatalytic activity of TiO2 [26, 27]. There are many efforts to
enhance hydrogen production by modifying the photocatalyst such as noble
metal loading, metal ion doping, anion doping, dye sensitization, metal-ion
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implantation etc [24,28]. It has been shown in literature that photocatalytic
activity is increased by doping of a foreign ion into the TiO2 structure or the
addition of a foreign species onto the surface of photocatalyst [28]. There
are efforts in making hybrid materials of TiO2 nanotubes and TiO2 nano
particles for the enhancement of water splitting mechanisms [29].
1.3 Objectives
The major objective of this study is to exploit properties of semiconductor
interfaces by integrating TiO2 with lower band gap materials like Cu2O for
better optical absorption and by exploiting tailored band alignment at the
interface for better charge carrier separation. Additionally, by exploiting tai-
lored band alignment at the interface, it may be possible to achieve enhanced
charge carrier separation. It has been shown that by integrating TiO2 with
Cu2O the charge carriers are separated at the interface towards the different
semiconductors which increases the lifetime of electron-hole pair as a result
the recombination of electron-hole pair decreases resulting in higher quan-
tum efficiency [30]. Another objective of this study is to take advantage of
polarity in a thin film because Cu2O is polar in nature. It will be shown
in Chapter 5 how polar catastrophe takes place with the increasing thick-
ness of anatase/cuprous oxide heterostructure slab. However, some smaller
size polar nano-particles can be made stable due to the recent progress in
fabrication of oxide nano-objects with polar orientations of macroscopic sam-
ples [31]. It has been shown experimentally that similar heterojunction with
polar ZnO/CdS results in a 2.8 times higher hydrogen evolution rate com-
pared to the non-polar ZnO-CdS [32]. One of the major goals in this study is
to implement the polarity compensation mechanism that takes place for such
a polar, but finite sized systems in anatase/cuprous oxide heterojunction.
Hence, our ultimate goal in this study is to use first principles calculations
based on density functional theory (DFT) to show that the polar thin-film
heterointerfaces can be useful systems for catalysis and to help guide exper-
imental work to deterministically control surface orientation and chemistry
for enhanced photocatalysis.
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1.4 Why Anatase/Cuprous Oxide?
We focus on the anatase and cuprous oxide heterostructure for the photo-
catalytic water splitting reaction out of many suite of candidates depicted
in Figure 1.3. Apart from the discussion of applications in section 1.1 and
the fact that both of them are earth-abundant elements, we can see from
Figure 1.3 that TiO2 has a low oxidation potential whereas Cu2O has a high
reduction potential. The purple and green bar represents the valence and
conduction band edges respectively. The grey region represents the mini-
mum energy required for hydrolysis. We want the conduction band to be
less than 0 eV and the valence band to be greater than 1.23 eV for the hy-
drolysis of water to take place. This suite of materials offer a new set of
options to design photovoltaic and photocatalytic heterojunctions.
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Figure 1.3: Reduction and Oxidation potential of TiO2/Cu2O.
The TiO2/Cu2O heterosystem has been fabricated by several experimental
groups [30, 33, 34]. Figure 1.4 shows heterojunction nanostructures synthe-
sized by PLD, their measured photocatalytic activity, and high-resolution
TEM images of the interface between the two constituent materials. Fig-
ure 1.4 shows the tailored nano structure epitaxially grown via pulsed laser
deposition. We notice that the photocatalytic activity increases with the
decrease in thickness of cuprous oxide in methylene blue (MB). It has been
shown in literature that TiO2 film/Cu2O microgrid heterojunction configu-
ration yields higher photocatalytic activity for decomposing MB under UV
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alone, UV -visible and visible light irradiation compared to Cu2O and TiO2
films [34]. There is also evidence of high photocurrent due to the forma-
tion of TiO2/Cu2O heterojunction [33]. The high resolution TEM images
indicate a roughened interface between (001) oriented anatase and (001) ori-
ented Cu2O. The rough nature of the interface is likely arising from two
effects: firstly there is a large lattice mismatch between the two materials
in this orientation (13%), and secondly the nature of the interface in this
orientation is a polar one. This two issues will be addressed in Chapters 5
and 6.
tailored	  nanostructures	  
4 nm TiO2 / 12 nm Cu2O 
Punch-through device – almost no 
loss on currents 
80 nm Cu2O  
Calibration 
10 nm TiO2 / 80 nm 
Cu2O 
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  atomic	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Figure 1.4: Images of tailored nanostructure of TiO2/Cu2O; Photocatalytic
activity observed in Methylene Blue for finite thickness of Cu2O and
HRTEM image of the interface of TiO2/Cu2O. Courtesy of Prof. Lane
Martin.
1.5 Electrochemical Diode
One of the many interesting features about creating such a heterointerface is
that they potentially can form a nice type-II heterojunction as required for
the formation of diodes, transistors, or p-n junctions in general. Figure 1.5
illustrates the formation of such p-n junction. It has been recently observed in
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experiment that forming such a junction can help tailor the band gap/Fermi
level and properties of the constituent of semiconductors by exploiting the
interface [30]. The closer the Fermi level is to the conduction band, the
more mobile electrons are present which acts as donor (TiO2) and the closer
the Fermi level is to the valence band, the more mobile holes are present
in this band which acts as an acceptor (Cu2O). In this study our goal is to
enhance charge carrier separation by integrating TiO2 with Cu2O and by
exploiting the interface so that the band bending can be tuned for enhanced
photocatalysis.
(a)	   (b)	  
Figure 1.5: Photo-electrochemical diode.
When light of sufficiently high energy (greater than the band gap) of the
semiconductor is incident on the semiconductor, it can be absorbed by elec-
trons in the valence band which use the energy to become excited into the
conduction band. Electrons jump from valence into the conduction band
leaving behind holes in valence band. We know from the principle of p-n
junction that electrons from TiO2 (n-type) flow into the Cu2O (p-type) be-
cause there is a built-in electric field at the heterojunction [34]. This process
occurs until the equilibrium is reached and both Fermi energies are at the
same level (Figure 1.5). As a result band bending takes place at the interface
and there is a formation of depletion layer which is shown in the grey region.
However, the band bending is not shown in at the interface because we don’t
have a quantitative analysis of how much the band bending occurs which
is why this can be a tuning parameter for such photoelectrochemical diode.
There is also a band bending at the surface because of the electrolyte. The
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electrons in the depleted area goes to the n-region and holes are swept into
the p-region [35]. Electrons cannot diffuse from the n-region into the p-region
because they encounter a potential barrier at the p-n junction. Only those
electrons that have energy higher than the potential barrier can diffuse into
the p-region. In the equilibrium state the number of electrons/holes crossing
the junction in both directions is the same. A large net electron flow occurs
from the n-type to the p-type region when the potential barrier height is
decreased acting as a forward bias. When the potential barrier grows higher
only a small drift current exists resulting in reverse bias. In the meantime
the excited electrons on Cu2O can also transfer to TiO2 since the conduction
band of Cu2O is less anodic than TiO2 favoring the charge separation and
efficiency of the photocatalysis process [34].
One more advantage of forming such a heterojunction is that if the Cu2O
(low band gap) is irradiated by visible light, electrons will be injected from
the activated (Cu2O) into the inactivated one, while holes remain on Cu2O.
If both semiconductors are simultaneously activated using UV-visible irradi-
ation, transfer of electrons and holes from one semiconductor to another will
occur resulting in accumulation of electrons at the lower lying conduction
band of one semiconductor, while the holes will accumulate at the valence
band of the other [34]. Hence, by exploiting the interface properties of the
heterostructure, the band bending can be a tuning parameter for enhanced
charge carrier separation which is a vital step in photocatalytic water split-
ting reaction.
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CHAPTER 2
THEORETICAL METHODOLOGY
2.1 Density Functional Theory
In this thesis we use density functional theory (DFT) to model the het-
erostructure of Cu2O/TiO2. Employing DFT for the calculation of ground
state properties is now almost 40 years old [36]. Calculations of molecules,
clusters [37], solids and interfaces using DFT have become a very active
field of research in recent years. Therefore, it is relevant to review some
of the main concepts of DFT [36]. DFT is a useful computational tool to
study states and properties of atoms, molecules and solids. It can give us
an insight into equilibrium bond lengths, bond angles, electron density, total
energy, energy cost to break a bond or remove an electron etc [36]. All these
are made possible by solving the many-electron Schro¨dinger equation
HˆΨ = EΨ (2.1)
where Ψ (r1,r2,...rN) is the many-electron wave function, Hˆ is the many-body
Hamiltonian which is the sum of the kinetic energy Tˆ and potential energy
Vˆ [38].
Tˆ = −
N∑
i=1
h¯
2mi
∇2ri (2.2)
Vˆ =
1
4pi0
j∑
i=1
N∑
j>i
qiqj
ri − rj (2.3)
In principle, the kinetic energy and potential energy are known exactly. In
general, numerical approaches to approximating the solution are divided into
two categories: wave function methods and Hamiltonian-based methods. The
wave function methods typically work well for systems of 10 or fewer elec-
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trons, but become increasingly difficult for larger systems as the wave func-
tion itself becomes harder to compactly describe with a reasonably-sized basis
set [36]. For large systems finding wave functions that satisfy Schro¨dinger
equation becomes almost impossible. Thus the method of choice in solid state
physics is “a first-principles theory of moderate but useful” Kohn-Sham den-
sity functional theory, in which one solves an approximate self-consistent
one-electron Schro¨dinger equation [36]. Kohn and Sham [39] revolutionized
the DFT when they came up with the density as the sum of one-particle
orbitals:
nσ(r) =
N∑
σ=1
ψ2σ(r) (2.4)
where σ (σ =↑ or ↓) denotes the spin of the electrons, nσ(r) is the ground
state density, ψσ(r) is the ground state wave functions and N is the number
of electrons. This allows the kinetic energy to be calculated as if the orbitals
were from a Slater determinant along with the classical electrostatic energy
(Hartree potential) which covers most of the total energy of a system [40].
The energy of a system can be stated as [41]
E[n(r)] =− 1
2
N∑
σ=1
∫
ψ∗σ(r)∇2ψσ(r)dr+
∫
n(r)Vext(r)dr
+
1
2
∫ ∫
n(r)n(r
′
)
|r− r′| drdr
′
+ Exc[n(r)]
(2.5)
Here Exc[n(r)] is the exchange-correlation energy which will be discussed
later in this section. By varying E[n(r)] with respect to a set of the single-
particle wave functions, the variational Kohn-Sham equations can be written
as [36,39,41]
[−1
2
∇2 + vσ(r) +
∫
d3r
′ n(r
′
)
|r′ − r| +
δExc
δnσ(r)
]ψσ(r) = σΨσ(r) (2.6)
where h¯ = m = e2 = 1, are used in all equations. The terms on the right-
hand side of Equation (2.5) are the kinetic energy, the Coulomb energy from
the ion core - electron interaction, electron - electron coulomb energy, and
the exchange - correlation energy.
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Provided the exact density functional Exc[n↑, n↓] for the exchange-correlation
energy, these equations predict the exact ground state density n(r) = n↑(r)+
n↓(r) and energy E for N electrons subject to a spin-dependent external po-
tential vσ(r) [36]. Here Exc[n↑, n↓] must be approximated and in principle
the exchange energy Ex and the correlation energy Ec should be approxi-
mated together to take advantage of error cancellations. There are many
ways of approximating Exc and here we work with the Generalized Gradient
Approximation (GGA) with the Perdew-Burke- Ernzerhof functional (PBE).
We know that any approximation has the form
Exc[n(r)] =
∫
n(r)xc(r)dr (2.7)
where xc is the exchange-correlation energy per particle. In GGA approxi-
mation Exc[n(r)] has the form [36]
Exc[n↑, n↓] =
∫
d3rf(n↑, n↓,∇n↑,∇n↓) (2.8)
where f is an analytic function which is to be modeled so that the final
functional is well behaved. The GGA exchange-correlation energy of a spin-
unpolarized system can be written as
Exc[n] =
∫
d3rnx(n)Fxc(n, s) (2.9)
Here x is the exchange energy of the unpolarized gas, Fxc is the exchange
and correlation contribution to the free energy i.e, fxc(n) = f(n) − f0(n)
where f and f0 are the free energies for interacting and noninteracting gas
respectively [39].
2.2 Pseudopotential
The main purpose of pseudopotential in electronic structure is to replace
the strong Coulomb potential of the nucleus and the effects of the tightly
bound core electrons by an effective ionic potential acting on the valence
electrons [42]. In general, most properties of materials depend on the prop-
erties of valence electrons. Therefore, we take advantage of core electrons
which are strongly localized and separated in space and energy from valence
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electrons [38]. A pseudopotential can be generated in an atomic calculation
and then can be used for calculation of valence electrons properties in ions,
molecules and solids because the core states remains almost unchanged. In
addition, the fact that pseudopotentials are not unique allows the freedom to
select forms that simplify our calculations and assist in interpretation of the
resulting electronic structure. The discovery of “ab initio norm-conserving”
and “ultra-soft” pseudopotentials have led to accurate calculations that are
the basis for much of the recent progress of new methods in electronic struc-
ture [38].
2.2.1 Ultrasoft pseudopotential
Ultrasoft pseudopotentials give an accurate depiction of electronic structure
calculations by a transformation that re-expresses the problem in terms of a
smooth function and an auxiliary function around each ion core that signifies
the rapidly changing electron density [42]. The transformation method pro-
posed by Blo¨chl and Vanderbilt requires the non-local potential in a general
form which involves a smooth function φˆ = rΨˆ that is not norm conserv-
ing [42].
2.3 Plane wave basis
In general, plane waves provide a reliable basis set to solve differential equa-
tions like the Schro¨dinger and Poisson’s equations [42]. The plane-wave basis
set assumes a supercell geometry that is periodic in all three directions and
provides intuitive understanding of simple algorithms for practical calcula-
tions. Methods based upon grids in real space are suitable for finite systems
and are a widely used approach in myriad fields of science and engineer-
ing [42]. We introduce the concept of Bloch theorem which is widely used
concept for periodic boundary condition.
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2.4 Bloch theorem
According to the Bloch theorem, each eigenfuction Ψi,k(r) of the Schro¨dinger
equation for a given wave vector k and summation over some q = k+Gm
can be expressed as
Ψi,k(r) =
∑
m
ci,m(k)× 1√
Ω
e(i(k+Gm).r) = e(ik.r)
1√
(Ncell)
ui,k(r), (2.10)
where Ω = NcellΩcell and
ui,k(r) =
1√
Ωcell
∑
m
ci,m(k)e
(iGm.r) (2.11)
which has the periodicity of the crystal [42]. Here Gm is the reciprocal lattice
vector, q is plane-wave wave vector, Ωcell is the volume of a primitive cell in
real space and Ncell is the number of cell values. In Equation (2.10) the sum is
infinite; however, in principle the basis set defined by G vectors is truncated
and include plane waves up to a given kinetic energy cut-off Ecut [38]:
|k+G|2
2
< Ecut (2.12)
2.5 Limitations
So far we became familiar with the techniques of DFT and its use. However,
it is important to realize some limitations of DFT. DFT is not appropri-
ate for large systems as it gets computationally expensive and convergence
can be an issue. It has band gap issues as it underestimates band gap of
semiconductors. Also DFT neglects strong correlations and van-der-Waals
interactions. Finally, DFT is not valid for excited states calculation. This
is where higher accuracy methods such as quantum Monte Carlo simulation
like reptation Monte Carlo [40,43] becomes more useful tool for computation.
Despite of all the limitations, DFT serves as an ideal computation tools for
us because our calculations of surface energy, binding energy and work func-
tion are ground state calculations for material systems without substantial
correlation effects.
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CHAPTER 3
COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
3.1 Benchmark of TiO2
Anatase belongs to tetragonal space group I4/amd. We want to benchmark
the properties of bulk anatase as portrayed in Figure 3.1. The purpose of
benchmarking is to identify the DFT computed bulk properties parameters
like lattice constants and band gap and be sure that the DFT description of
the electronic structure is a good approximation of reality. Figure 3.1 depicts
three unit cells of bulk anatase (001) in x-z plane. Obtaining an accurate
description of the bulk properties is essential to model a system in DFT.
Figure 3.1: Bulk TiO2.
From Figure 3.2 it is evident that the total energy is converged for Ecut ≥
40. From Figure 3.2 it is also clear that the nk1× nk2× nk3 Monkhorst-Pack
grids converge for k ≥ 3. The lattice constant a is found to be 3.8027 A˚
which minimizes the energy of -724.7874 Ry as seen in Figure 3.3. From the
lattice constant ratio (Figure 3.3), the value of c is calculated to be 9.5532
A˚, which is in good agreement with the published values as shown in Table
3.1.
Next, we calculate the binding energy of TiO2. Binding energy is the
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Figure 3.2: Kinetic energy cutoff (Ry) for wavefunctions vs E (Ry) and nk
vs E.
energy required to separate a system into disparate parts. Binding energy of
anatase can be calculated as
Binding Energy = 4 ∗ ETi + 8 ∗ EO − 4 ∗ ETiO2
= 4 ∗ (−116.2763 Ry) + 8 ∗ (−31.6828 Ry)− 4 ∗ (−724.8937 Ry)
= 6.3285 Ry
= 21.1568 eV.
Here ETi, EO and ETiO2 are the total energy of a titanium atom, oxygen atom
and titanium dioxide respectively. The binding energy value is consistent
with the cohesive energy of 21.54 eV as described in [44].
3.2 Electronic Structure of TiO2
From the band structure calculation (Figure 3.4) we see that anatase has a
direct band gap of 2.1893 eV, which is consistent with other DFT calculations
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of 2.10 eV [45] and 2.11 eV [46]. The experimental value of band gap in TiO2
is 3.2 eV. The underestimate of the band gap in the simulation is typical of
conventional DFT calculations, which can often underestimate band gaps by
a factor of two or more.
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Figure 3.4: Computed band structure of anatase.
From Table 3.1, we can notice that the DFT lattice constants and band
gap are in good agreement with the literature. We plot the density of states
of TiO2 which is also in a good agreement with the literature [45]. From
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Figure 3.5: Computed density of states for anatase.
Table 3.1: DFT prediction vs. experimental values for lattice constants and
band gap.
DFT Predictions Experiment Vs. Others
Lattice Constants a =3.8027 A˚ a =3.7842 A˚ [46] a = 3.7838 A˚ [46]
c = 9.5532 A˚ c =9.5146 A˚ [46] c =9.5136 A˚ [46]
Band gap 2.1893 eV 3.2 eV [46] 2.10 [45] /2.11 eV [46]
Figure 3.5, we can notice the s, p and d orbitals occur around -10 eV, 7 eV
and 11 eV respectively. We can also observe the band gap from the density
of states plot (between 8 eV and 10 eV).
3.3 Benchmark of Cu2O
Cuprous oxide belongs to simple cubic space group Pn-3. Similar to bench-
marking of TiO2, we also want to benchmark the bulk Cu2O (001) to correctly
identify the lattice constants, kinetic energy cutoff, k points and band gap in
order to model it in DFT. Figure 3.6 portrays the oxygen terminated system
of bulk cuprous oxide in x-z plane.
The k-point convergence test of Cu2O was performed and it can be inferred
that k-point grid in Monkhorst-Pack grids (nk1×nk2×nk3) converge for k ≥ 7.
From Figure 3.7 it is evident that the plane wave cutoff for wave functions
value is converged for E ≥ 25 Ry. From Figure 3.8, the value of lattice
constant a is calculated to be 4.3195 A˚, which is in good agreement with the
published values as shown in Table 3.2.
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Figure 3.6: Bulk Cu2O.
3.4 Electronic Structure of Cu2O
From the computed band structure, shown in Figure 3.9 we obtain the direct
band gap of Cu2O as 0.4793 eV (which is 2.2 eV in experiment) according to
DFT. The DFT severely underestimates the band gap for Cu2O largely due
to the filled d orbitals that are present in the cuprous oxide solid. One way
to improve this band gap would be to introduce a “Hubbard U” parameter;
however this is not necessary for our purposes here. The d orbital electrons
can be observed on y-axis from 5 to 7 eV.
Table 3.2: DFT prediction vs. experimental values for lattice constants and
band gap.
DFT Predictions Experiment Vs. Others
Lattice Constants a =4.3195 A˚ a =4.2696 A˚ [47] a = 4.317 A˚ [47]
Band gap 0.4793 eV 2.172 eV [47] 0.53/0.45 eV [47]
From Figure 3.10, the first peak corresponds to O 2s, second peak cor-
responds to O 2p and third peak corresponds to Cu 3d. Table 3.2 is the
summary of band gap, lattice constants and the comparison with published
results.
In conclusion, we have modeled anatase as tetragonal space group I4/amd
and cuprous oxide as simple cubic space group Pn-3. We have been able
to compute values of lattice crystal constant, kinetic energy cutoff, k-point
convergence, binding energy and compare it to experimental results. We
also computed band structure and density of states for both anatase and
cuprous oxide and found that they agree well with published results. With
the benchmarking of the bulk properties of the materials according to DFT
complete, we now proceed to modeling the surface and interface properties
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of the two materials.
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Figure 3.9: Computed band structure of Cu2O.
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CHAPTER 4
SURFACE ENERGY RESULTS
4.1 Introduction
In recent years first-principles techniques based on density functional theory
have become a widely used theoretical model for the calculation of atomic
and electronic structure of surfaces [48]. Some of the examples of applica-
tions for which the GGA approximation gives accurate results include surface
reconstruction, interactions with adatoms, and calculation of surface ener-
gies [48]. Most of these calculations are based on pseudopotentials and a
plane-wave basis set. The plane-wave basis set assumes a supercell geometry
that is periodic in all three directions. In order to study a surface, a slab with
two surfaces is embedded with vacuum regions in a supercell as depicted in
Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Two layers of anatase slabs.
The number of slab layers is chosen so that the surface-surface interac-
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tion is small, and the vacuum region is large enough to avoid the interaction
between neighboring slabs [48]. We perform convergence tests of various sur-
face energies to minimize the surface-surface interaction. In this process, we
use density functional theory to model Cu2O, TiO2 and Cu2O/TiO2 hetero-
junction interface. We use Quantum Espresso suite [49], which uses plane
wave basis sets for the computation. Exchange and correlation effects are
described by the Perdew Burke Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized gradient ap-
proximation (GGA) and we use ultrasoft pseudopotentials. The Monkhorst
Pack scheme k points grid sampling was set as 6× 6× 1.
We model anatase and cuprous oxide slab in DFT using periodic boundary
condition as depicted in Figures 4.2 and 4.3. We plot the charge density and
compute the work function for both semiconductors. The work function can
be estimated as W = Ve − Ef , where Ve is the vacuum level and Ef is the
Fermi level [50]. In principle, work function is the minimum energy needed
to transport an electron from a solid to a point outside the solid and fermi
level is the total chemical potential of electrons.
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Figure 4.2: Cu2O layers in DFT.
Figure 4.2 portrays the electrostatic potential across a slab of cuprous
oxide as calculated in DFT. It is clear from Figure 4.2 that there is no
electric field in pure Cu2O slab since the slope in the potential is zero. The
DFT work function is computed to be 5.7 eV in reasonable agreement with
the experimental work function of 5.2 eV [51]. Similarly, Figure 4.3 portrays
TiO2 layers in DFT. It is evident from Figure 4.3 that there is no electric
field in pure TiO2 slab. The DFT work function is computed to be 5.55 eV
while the experimental work function is in the range of 4.23-5.23 eV [52].
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Figure 4.3: TiO2 layers in DFT.
Most of the photocatalytic water splitting reaction takes place on the sur-
face of photocatalysts. Since the photocatalytic water splitting reaction takes
place on the surface of the photocatalyst, the performance of TiO2 as a pho-
tocatalyst depends on the properties of the outermost surface layer, such as
its chemical composition, structure and defect disorder [53]. Therefore it is
important to understand the surface properties such as energy, charge den-
sity, and the binding energy of adsorbates of interest. We now calculate the
surface energies of various anatase surfaces as depicted in Figure 4.4:
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Figure 4.4: Different surfaces of anatase.
Surface energy is the cost of creating a surface per unit area from a bulk
material. The surface energy of a material can be estimated as
Esurface =
[Eslab −N ∗ Ebulk]
2A
(4.1)
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where Eslab is the energy of slab including the vacuum, Ebulk is the bulk
energy, N is the number of atoms in the slab divided by the number of
atoms in the bulk unit cell and A is the surface area of the slab. This
equation computes surface energy of individual surface given that both sides
of the slab are identical (same termination of atoms).
4.2 Surface Energy results for TiO2
In this section we study the convergence of surface energy with increasing
number of layers in both anatase and cuprous oxide and find the surface
energy of anatase (001), (100) and (101) orientations. We also observe the
convergence of energy for all three orientations of anatase. We calculate the
surface energy for increasing number of layers N = 3,4,5, ... in the slab. As
stated earlier we perform the convergence test for anatase orientations and
we obtain converged value of surface energy beyond a certain thickness which
is the point where the surface-surface interaction is negligible.
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Figure 4.5: Surface energy of anatase (100) and (101) vs. number of layers.
From Table 4.1, the highest energy surface of anatase TiO2 is the (001) sur-
face, which is consistent with several experimental observations that it is the
most reactive surface. In general, high energy surfaces are most chemically
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Table 4.1: Surface energy values for (001), (100) and (101).
Anatase Surface relax energy (J/m2) Reported Values (J/m2)
(001) 1.031 0.98 [54,55], 1.082 [22]
(100) 0.563 0.58 [54,55], 0.712 [22]
(001) 0.463 0.49 [54,55], 0.609 [22]
reactive (due to presence of dangling bonds and excess/deficient charge),
while low energy surfaces tend to be chemically stable.
4.3 Surface Energy results for Cu2O
In this section we calculate the surface energy of cuprous oxide (001), (110)
and (111) orientations. We report the values of both cleavage and surface
energy for (001) and (110) polar orientations (Tables 4.2, 4.6, 4.5). Also, we
report the surface energy value for (111) non-polar orientation of cuprous
oxide (Table 4.2).
Cu2O (001) is a polar system as seen from Figure 4.9a, therefore a sim-
ple cut of the crystal to create a surface is unstable and additional surface
adatoms must be added or removed from the system to stabilize the polarity.
We follow Noguera’s criteria [31] to convert the polar to a non-polar cuprous
oxide surface. In Table 4.3, P1-P4 denote the four atomic planes of cuprous
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Figure 4.7: Cleavage energy Cu2O (001) and (110) vs number of layers.
oxide. Similarly, in Table 4.4 P1’ is the atomic plane which consists of half of
atoms that are present in P1 atomic plane. Both tables represent an atomic
arrangements for non-polar copper and oxygen terminated surfaces. Fig-
ures 4.10 and 4.11 are the non-polar oxygen and copper terminated surfaces
respectively since the dipole moment perpendicular to the slab is zero.
Table 4.2: Cleavage energy of polar surface for Cu2O (001)/ (110) and
surface energy for non-polar Cu2O (111).
Cu2O Energy (J/m
2)
(001) 2.374 (Cleavage)
(110) 1.679 (Cleavage)
(111) 0.713 (Surface)
Next, we find the surface energy for copper and oxygen terminated surfaces.
The process for calculating the copper and oxygen terminated surfaces is
listed below:
1. We compute the relaxation energy for copper terminated surface (ERelaxationCu )
which is given by [Eunrel
Cu−ErelCu]
2
, where Eunrel
Cu is the unrelaxed en-
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Figure 4.8: Surface topography and surface potential image for Cu2O
(Courtesy of Professor Lane Martin and Prometheus Group, UIUC) [12].
KPFM studies of hut-like and triangular pyramid nanostructures on STO
(111) substrates: AFM amplitude images showing surface topography (a
and c), and KPFM surface potential images (b and d). Our collaborators
find workfunction using KPFM.
ergy of copper terminated surface and Erel
Cu is the relaxed energy of
copper terminated surface.
2. Similarly, we compute the relaxation energy for oxygen terminated sur-
face (ERelaxationOxy ) which is given by
[Eunrel
Oxy−ErelOxy ]
2
, where Eunrel
Oxy is
the unrelaxed energy of oxygen terminated surface and Erel
Oxy is the
relaxed energy of oxygen terminated surface.
3. Once the relaxation energy for copper and oxygen terminated surfaces
are computed, we find the cost of creating an unrelaxed copper and oxy-
gen terminated surface (Eunrel
Surface) = [(Eunrel
Cu+Eunrel
Oxy)−N∗ErelOxy ]
4
,
where N is the number of atoms in the slab divided by the number of
atoms in the bulk unit cell.
4. Finally, we calculate the relaxed surface energy for copper terminated
surface = Eunrel
Surface - (ERelaxationCu ), where Eunrel
Surface is the unre-
laxed surface energy, and
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Figure 4.9: Oxygen and Copper terminated surfaces.
Table 4.3: Atomic planes for Oxygen terminated Cu2O (001).
Atoms Planes
O (P2)
Cu Cu (P3)
O (P4)
Cu Cu (P1)
O (P2)
Cu Cu (P3)
O (P4)
Cu Cu (P1)
Cu Cu (P3)
O (P4)
Cu Cu (P1)
O (P2)
Cu Cu (P3)
O (P4)
Cu Cu (P1)
O (P2)
5. Relaxed surface energy for oxygen terminated surface is given by Eunrel
Surface
- (ERelaxationOxy ).
From Figures 4.12 and 4.13, it is clear that the surface energy of both
copper and oxygen terminated Cu2O converges at two or three layers. From
Tables 4.5 and 4.6, oxygen terminated surface has lower surface energy mean-
ing it is more stable than highly active copper terminated surface.
In the context of an application like photocatalysis, it is vital to optimize
surface and engineer structures so that we have optimized oxidation and
reduction facets. Hence, our calculated surface energies should assist exper-
imentalists in identifying the most chemically active surfaces in the cuprous
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Figure 4.10: Oxygen terminated Cu2O (001)
Table 4.4: Atomic planes for Copper terminated Cu2O (001).
Atoms Planes
Cu (P1’)
O (P2)
Cu Cu (P3)
O (P4)
Cu Cu (P1)
O (P2)
Cu Cu (P3)
O (P4)
Cu (P1’)
oxide and titatium dioxide crystals.
Table 4.5: Surface energy for Cu and Oxy terminated Cu2O (001).
Layers Cu terminated surface energy (J/m2) Oxy terminated surface energy (J/m2)
1 1.399 0.599
2 1.397 0.603
3 1.397 0.603
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Figure 4.11: Copper terminated Cu2O (001)
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Figure 4.12: Copper and oxygen terminated surface energy.
Table 4.6: Surface energy for Cu and Oxy terminated Cu2O (110).
Layers Cu terminated surface energy (J/m2) Oxy terminated surface energy (J/m2)
1 0.9896 0.4241
2 0.9879 0.4261
3 0.9877 0.4263
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Figure 4.13: Copper and oxygen terminated surface energy (110).
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CHAPTER 5
ILLUSTRATION OF POLAR
CATASTROPHE
5.1 Modeling anatase/cuprous oxide heterojunction
We model the heterostructure of TiO2 and Cu2O in DFT as depicted in
Figure 5.1. Figure 5.1 portrays five monolayers of TiO2 on cuprous oxide
substrate for three unit cells (Quantum Espresso uses periodic boundary
condition). One unit cell is depicted inside a rectangle. We have selected to
model (001) orientation of TiO2 and Cu2O to compare our results directly
to experimental results, for which the heterojunction exhibits the same ori-
entation. Once the modeling of anatase and cuprous oxide is complete we
are ready to study the heterostructure in more details.
(001)	  Cu2O	  
	  (001)	  TiO2	  
Figure 5.1: TiO2 on Cu2O heterostructure.
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5.2 Introduction to polar catastrophe
This section illustrates the diverging potential problem as a result of a polar
heterostructure. Often in literature such diverging potential phenomenon is
referred to as polar catastrophe [56, 57]. In Section 5.4 it will be discussed
how such polar catastrophe is resolved.
Figure 5.2: Different layers of TiO2 on Cu2O substrate.
Figure 5.2 portrays one through five monolayers of TiO2 on cuprous oxide.
In principle, by increasing the number of TiO2 layers on the Cu2O substrate,
the electrostatic potential diverges in the thermodynamical limit resulting
in polar catastrophe as portrayed in Figure 5.3. This is an interesting phe-
nomenon occurring directly as a result of the formation of heterojunction
(Recall that in chapter four we observed that pure TiO2 and Cu2O do not
have an internal electric field). The total electrostatic potential can be ob-
tained by integrating Poisson’s equation:
∇2V (z) = −ρ(z)
r0
(5.1)
where ρ is the charge density, r is the permittivity of material and 0 is the
permittivity of free space.
As seen in Figure 5.3, when the potential is plotted as a function of z
height in the slab, the potential is diverging in thermodynamic limit. Such
diverging potential plots are also depicted in literature for several other polar
systems [58, 59]. We model such a heterojunction in DFT and observe the
same polar catastrophe phenomenon is observed as depicted in Figure 5.4.
Figure 5.4 is an initial configuration of the system but when we perform
a relaxation calculation in Quantum Espresso, the system relaxes to a non-
polar heterojunction which is evident from the potential plot of final config-
uration in Figure 5.5 (The jump of potentials in Figures 5.4 and 5.5 in the
middle of the vacuum region is due to the dipole correction explained in Sec-
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Figure 5.3: Illustration of polar catastrophe based on basic electrostatics.
tion 5.3). This configuration is possible because the total forces acting on the
atoms are close to zero and the total energy of the system is the minimum.
From the final configuration (Figure 5.6) of the relaxed system we find
a dramatic rearrangement of atoms taking place at the interface. We can
observe a significant bond breaking at the interface in order to relieve the
polarity and dipole moment from the system. Such reconstructions at the
interface correlates to local compressive strain of anatase on cuprous oxide
[60].
5.3 DFT Calculations when Electric Fields are Present
Quantum Espresso has an inbuilt dipole correction, which can be applied
in self-consistent calculation. We applied the dipole correction for different
layers of TiO2 at the center of the vacuum which is depicted in Figure 5.5.
The resulting dipole corrected slope can be seen at the midway of the vacuum
region.
We use plane wave basis sets, which impose periodic boundary condition
on the electrostatic potential. An artificial uniform electric field is introduced
in the supercell in order to cancel the potential jump at the boundary [48].
When a dipole correction is imposed in Quantum Espresso, it isolates the
slab without the periodic boundary condition. The correction formulas com-
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Figure 5.4: Illustration of polar catastrophe as computed within DFT.
pensate the artificial field in the vacuum region of the supercell.
We assume the slab is put in a box of height zm with periodic conditions
in z direction.
Vdip(z) = 4 ∗ pim( z
zm
− 1
2
), 0 < z < zm (5.2)
where m is the surface dipole density of the slab [48]. The dipole correction
introduces a jump in the potential V(r). The energy associated with the
dipole-potential correction is
Edip =
1
2
∫
Ω
ρ(r)Vdip(z)d
3r (5.3)
where the potential Vdip corresponds to an electric field of Ez =
−4pim
zm
[48].
Hence, by introducing dipole corrections to the electrostatic potential, a
slab with an intrinsic dipole moment can be embedded in a periodic supercell
without enforcing the electrostatic potential to be periodic as well [48].
5.4 Resolution of polar catastrophe
In this section we propose a resolution of the polar catastrophe by engineer-
ing defects in the heterostructures. Before introducing the defect engineering
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Figure 5.5: Final Configuration of polar system.
scheme in detail, it is necessary first to understand the stability criteria that
determines whether a particular interface is electrostatically stable (no polar
catastrophe) or unstable (polar catastrophe). We adopt the description pre-
sented by Noguera [31], although several others are available in the literature
(Tasker’s Approach [61]). Figure 5.7 depicts our stability criteria which will
be used throughout the thesis. If we have a heterostructure of polar and
non-polar system, we need to form two dipole free unit cells on either side of
the interface and make sure that the charge density at the interface σI = 0.
In Figure 5.7 the left and right unit cells (films) are dipole free (σI = 0) and
Ini$al	  conﬁgura$on	   Final	  conﬁgura$on	  
Figure 5.6: Initial and final Configuration of polar system.
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if we remove two atoms at the interface the resulting interface is also dipole
free (σI = 0). Hence, we obtain a non-polar, stable, neutral and dipole free
system. This criteria holds true for asymmetric as well as symmetric config-
urations of unit cells [31]. According to Noguera the electrostatic stability
condition is given by
< Px >=
µB(xS)
aS
− σSxS = 0. (5.4)
where < Px > is the macroscopic polarization, µB is the total bulk dipole
moment, σS is the surface charge density and aS is the volume of the bulk
unit cell. Equation (5.4) is derived under the assumption that no linear
component of the electrostatic potential occurs in the bulk [31]. Several
observations can be made from Equation (5.4) and listed below are some of
them:
1. Equation (5.4) is independent of the surface dipole moment µS.
2. One can easily illustrate that a system which do not obey Equation
(5.4) has an infinite surface energy.
3. The condition on the macroscopic polarization is zero does not mean
that the polarization is identically zero, in fact, polarization oscillates
around zero.
When we adopt dipole free films (unit cells), the condition for the elec-
trostatic stability condition given by Equation (5.4) suggests that the total
surface charge density must be zero i.e.
σS(xS) = 0 when µB(xS) = 0 (5.5)
Furthermore, it can be concluded that the real surfaces fabricated experi-
mentally under the absence of an applied external electric field are charge
neutral [31].
5.5 Candidate interface structures
From Figure 5.8, it is evident that there is a net charge of σI = +2 at the
interface of TiO2/Cu2O, which makes the system unstable in the thermody-
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Figure 5.7: Stability Criteria image from [31].
namic limit, as it doesn’t satisfy the stability criteria. There are several ways
to satisfy the stability criteria at the interface and Figure 5.9, Figure 5.10
and Figure 5.11 illustrate three such possibilities that we will now consider.
σ I = +2
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Figure 5.8: Polar Catastrophe.
In order to make the system satisfy our stability criteria we introduce
titanium and oxygen vacancies at the interface such that the interface charge
density is σI = 0 as portrayed in Figure 5.9. We introduce vacancies of one
titanium and 1.5 oxygen atoms per unit cell in TiO2 and calculate the charge
density in each monolayers of TiO2 and Cu2O as shown in Figure 5.9. The
total charge density of the system becomes σI = 0 satisfying the stability
criteria.
Another way of resolving polar catastrophe is to introduce copper vacancies
at the interface as depicted in Figure 5.11. The interface charge is σI = 0
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Figure 5.9: Resolution of polar catastrophe introducing titanium and
oxygen vacancies.
resulting in a non-diverging potential. We have created copper vacancies in
two ways: by removing adjacent copper atoms (Figure 5.10) and by removing
alternate copper atoms (Figure 5.11). Both methods give an interface charge
density of σI = 0 resulting in a stable and non polar system.
5.6 Results for Candidate Interface Structures
In this section we introduce the results for candidate interface structures:
(i) TiO vacancy system: initial and relaxed
Figure 5.12 portrays the initial and final configuration of the Ti-O vacancy
system. The initial configuration has a dipole present at the interface which is
consistent with Figure 5.9. The potential plot of final configuration is dipole
free as the rearrangement of atoms and electronic charge at the interface
introduces its own interface dipole which exactly cancels the initial dipole.
(ii) Cu vacancy 1: initial and relaxed
Figure 5.13 portrays the initial and final configuration of alternate copper
vacancy system. The initial configuration has a dipole which is consistent
with our basic electrostatics from Figure 5.11. The potential plot of final
configuration is non-diverging as the system relaxes in Quantum Espresso.
(iii) Cu vacancy II: initial and relaxed
Figure 5.14 portrays the initial and final configuration of adjacent copper
vacancy system. The initial configuration has a dipole which is consistent
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Figure 5.10: Resolution of polar catastrophe introducing adjacent copper
vacancies.
with our basic electrostatics from Figure 5.10. However, the potential plot
of final configuration is non-diverging as the system relaxes in Quantum
Espresso.
Hence, we have shown in this section that we indeed resolved the polar
catastrophe problem by introducing vacancies in three possible ways.
5.7 Relative Stabilities of Interface Structures
We have presented three candidate interface structures, each of which is
non-polar and hence thermodynamically stable. However, the question still
remains which (if any) of the candidate structures are the ones observed
in experiment. The relative stabilities of the candidate structures can be
assessed by considering their relative energies. Based on the binding ener-
gy/interface energy calculation it was found that the copper vacancy system
is more favorable to form as it has the greatest binding energy and the polar
interface is the least favorable to form as it has the least binding energy.
The binding energy and the order of increasing favorability is listed in Table
5.1. The relative binding energy was calculated using the following sets of
equations:
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Figure 5.11: Resolution of polar catastrophe introducing alternate copper
vacancies.
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Figure 5.12: Initial and final configuration of Ti-O vacancy system.
Epolar =
ECu2O + E(strained TiO2) − EO − E(TiO2/Cu2O polar)
A
ETiO vac =
ECu2O + E(strained TiO2) − E(TiO2/Cu2O with TiO vac)
A
ECu vac =
ECu2O + E(strained TiO2) − EO − 2 ∗ ECu − E(TiO2/Cu2O with Cu vac)
A
Here E(Cu2O) is the total energy of cuprous oxide substrate, E(strained TiO2)
is the total energy of five layers of strained TiO2, EO is the total energy of an
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Figure 5.13: Initial and final configuration of alternate Cu vacancy system.
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Figure 5.14: Initial and final configuration of adjacent Cu vacancy system.
oxygen atom, ECu is the total energy of copper atom, E(TiO2/Cu2O polar) is the
total energy of the polar heterointerface, E(TiO2/Cu2O with TiO vac) is the total
energy of the heterointerface with TiO vacancy and E(TiO2/Cu2O with Cu vac) is
the total energy of the heterointerface with copper vacancy.
5.8 Defects in TiO2
Computationally we are able to achieve a stable and non-polar system by
introducing vacancies like Ti-O and Cu as portrayed in Figures 5.9, 5.10 and
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Table 5.1: Binding Energy of compensated and uncompensated systems.
Systems Binding energy per unit area (J/m2)
Copper vacancy system 4.451
Titanium-Oxygen vacancy system 4.043
Copper alternating vacancy system 3.986
Polar system 2.997
5.11. In reality pure TiO2 involves several intrinsic defects and here are two
such defects that we have also used in our work:
1. Oxygen Vacancies : Oxygen vacancies are created when TiO2 is reduced
and oxygen ions are removed from their lattice sites [53]. In this work
we create oxygen vacancies for the resolution of polar catastrophe as
illustrated in Figure 5.9.
2. Titanium Vacancies: Titanium vacancies are created when TiO2 is ox-
idized. During the process of oxidation of TiO2 titanium ions from
their lattice sites are removed which are then transported to the sur-
face where they form new lattice elements. These defects are also cre-
ated when titanium ions jump from their lattice sites into interstitial
sites [53]. In this work we create titanium vacancies for the resolution
of polar catastrophe as illustrated in Figure 5.9.
However, there are other defects that exist in realty but we have not taken
the following defects in consideration in this work.
1. Titanium Interstitials: Titanium interstitials are created in the process
of reduction of TiO2 when titanium ions are transferred from their
lattice sites to the interstitial similar to titanium vacancies [53].
2. Electrons: Such defects are present on Ti+3 ions in their lattice sites
and are created either by intrinsic ionization over the band gap or
ionization of donor-type defects (defects like oxygen vacancies) [53].
3. Electron Holes: Electron holes are the minority type of charge carri-
ers. Such defects are present on O− ions in their lattice sites and are
created either by intrinsic ionization over the band gap or ionization of
acceptor-type defects (defects like titanium vacancies) [53].
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In conclusion, presence of defects in either of the two semiconductors have
a significant impact on the electronic structure of Cu2O/TiO2 heterojunc-
tions. It is shown in literature that defects in TiO2 surface greatly influence
the band bending and band offset at the interface: more defects are on TiO2
surface, less band bending are at the interface, inducing smaller conduction
band offsets [30]. It is also shown that on the reduced TiO2 surface, Cu2O
disproportionately decomposes to form CuO and Cu. With proper defect en-
gineering we can achieve systems with high charge transport which is essential
in the performance of energy conversion devices such as photoelectrochemical
cells (PECs). Finally, in this section we are able to resolve the polar catas-
trophe by creating vacancies at the interface by satisfying Noguera stability
criteria.
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CHAPTER 6
EFFECT OF POLARIZATION ON
SURFACE CHEMISTRY
6.1 Introduction
Due to the relatively high efficiency of TiO2 as a photocatalyst there has
been an increasing number of studies for water dissociative chemisorption
on TiO2 even though the adsorption mechanisms on the photocatalyst is not
completely understood [62]. There has been general characterization of water
adsorption on TiO2 reported in the literature [63, 64]. We wish to explore
whether the different interfacial configurations will affect the surface binding
energy of water molecules for ultra-thin TiO2 on Cu2O. We now study water
adsorption/binding energy on the TiO2/Cu2O heterostructure. In Section
6.2 we will study how strain affects binding energy of water.
Figure 6.1 is a schematic plot showing the activity of a photocatalyst vs.
the binding energy of the adsorbate to the surface. As seen from the figure the
optimum range of binding energy is at the center of the peak. If the binding
energy is too low there is no time in residence for water or it never binds well,
and if the binding energy is too high water will never get released. Hence,
the binding energy is optimum in the middle so that water can favorably
bind to the surface of the photocatalyst.
6.2 Effect of Strain on Binding Energy
In this section we will study the effect of strain on binding energy of water
to the anatase (001) surface. It has been stated in the literature that strain-
induced band gap reduction will allow anatase for efficient photocatalysis [65].
Before we model the system we make sure that our choice of parameters
within DFT provide a sufficiently accurate description of the water molecule.
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Figure 6.1: Activity vs. Binding energy.
This is done by comparing the computed bond lengths and bond angles to
the experimental values; results are summarized in Table 6.1. The computed
parameters adequately agree with the experimental numbers. The computed
and literature values [66] are summarized in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Bond length and bond angle of water.
Parameters Computed Values Expt. [66] PBE [66]
Bond length (O-H) in A˚ 0.9743 0.959 0.971
Bond angle (HOH) 104.252 103.9 104.1
Next, we strain the pure anatase slab to varying degrees as depicted in
Figure 6.2. Because the strain is applied biaxially, in the planes parallel
to the surface, the symmetry of the bonds are initially maintained. The
purpose of straining the system to 13 % is that anatase of (001) orientation
is highly strained on the Cu2O substrate. The lattice mismatch between
anatase and cuprous oxide is 13 %. Therefore, we want to study the role of
water adsorption on such a strained system before assessing how the water
adsorption is affected by the heterostructure. Additionally, it is important
to note that in reality it is unlikely that the real heterostructure will see 13%
strains; it is more likely that strain relief via misfit dislocation formation and
other defects will occur. However, we study computationally the behavior of
such a highly strained system, which may be realizable for ultra-thin films.
Straining a system in real world signifies presence of defects, misfits and
dislocations.
The bond lengths and binding energy of water molecules that are relaxed
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Figure 6.2: Strained layers of TiO2 without water.
on strained anatase is depicted in Table 6.2. Figure 6.4 shows the transfer of
charge that takes place between the water molecule and the TiO2 slab during
adsorption. In this process, there is a formation of bond between the O and
H atoms and the Ti and O atoms of the surface. However, the charge transfer
between the O and H atoms are relatively strong as a result electrons from
the water molecules are injected in pure anatase. From the bond lengths
and binding energy plot, it can be seen that the Ti-O bond length decreases
as the strain is increased implying a decrease in binding energy. The higher
the strain, the more agitated the bonds of the anatase layer. Therefore,
the presence of water molecules on the surface provide an opportunity to
redistribute charge in such a way as to relieve some of the distortions induced
by the strain in the TiO2. This manifests itself as a quickly increasing binding
energy as the strain is increased, in conjunction with more complete water
molecule dissociation as evidenced by the lengthened OH bonds in the water
molecule (Figure 6.3). The adsorption energy of water with no strain on pure
anatase was computed to be 0.74 eV which is consistent with the literature
value [67].
We now explore the influence of strain on surface chemistry of the TiO2
anatase slabs by assessing how strain affects the binding energy of water
molecules to the surface. Here, we only focus on half coverage of water on
anatase slab. However, in literature there have been study of water adsorp-
tion and binding energy as a function of coverage [68]. It can be seen from
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Figure 6.3: Strained layers of TiO2 with water.
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Figure 6.4: Effect of strain on binding energy.
Figure 6.3 that as the strain on anatase increases, the final orientation of
the adsorbed water molecule changes significantly. We can also observe that
the symmetry of the bonds within the anatase layer is broken when water
molecules are adsorbed at the surface. The reason for broken symmetry is
because of the charge transfer taking place between hydrogen and oxygen.
Water tilts towards an optimum configuration where the bonds (between
titanium and oxygen) at the surface are fairly weak or almost broken (sym-
metry is broken). It can also be concluded that the binding energy is more
favorable or stronger because the O-H bond lengths get smaller.
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Table 6.2: Bond lengths and binding energy of water on strained anatase.
% Strain Ti-O (A˚) O-H left (A˚) H-O right (A˚) Binding energy (eV)
0 % 2.39 1.79 3.18 0.74
3 % 2.37 1.84 3.18 1.09
6 % 2.32 1.95 3.06 2.36
9 % 2.17 3.15 1.49 5.19
11 % 2.14 3.13 1.44 7.52
13 % 2.11 3.11 1.39 10.75
13 % 2.11 3.11 1.39 10.75
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Figure 6.5: Binding energy vs. strain.
6.3 Water molecules on compensated and
uncompensated system
In this section we study water adsorption (half coverage) on the TiO2/Cu2O
heterostructure. One interesting phenomenon observed from Figures 6.6
(even layer) and 6.7 (odd layer) is that water dissociates on the upward
facing oxygen towards the front face for even layers whereas water dissoci-
ates with downward facing oxygen which is located behind the titanium for
odd layers. Similar trend is observed in compensated systems; only difference
is that water dissociates on the upward facing oxygen towards the front face
for odd layers and water dissociates with downward facing oxygen which is
located behind the titanium for even layers. The charge transfer process is
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Layer 4 Initial Configuration Layer 4 Final Configuration 
Figure 6.6: Initial and final configuration of water molecules on layer 4
polar system.
further portrayed in Figures 6.9, 6.10 and 6.11 and the potential plots are
depicted in Figures 6.8, 6.12, 6.13 and 6.14. Figures 6.9, 6.10 and 6.11 are the
top view, (001) plane, of the charge density plot. It is evident that hydrogen
from the water molecule dissociates by forming a bond with the oxygen from
the TiO2 surface.
Layer 5 Initial Configuration Layer 5 Final Configuration 
Figure 6.7: Initial and final configuration of water molecules on layer 5
polar system.
From Table 6.3 it can be seen that with increasing layers of anatase, the
Ti-O bond decreases which suggests that the dissociation is improving. The
binding energy is quite variable and there is no change in H-O bond length. A
similar trend is observed in compensated system (Tables 6.4, 6.5, 6.6). Table
6.7 summarizes the binding energies for both compensated and uncompen-
sated systems. The reason for the large variability in the numerical values
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Figure 6.8: Water on polar system.
Figure 6.9: Charge density of water on alternate copper vacancy system.
is not yet apparent, but qualitatively we can say that the range of binding
energy for compensated systems are higher than that for the uncompensated
system. This suggests that the compensated candidates maybe better for
photocatalysis compared to uncompensated candidates.
In conclusion, based on binding energy plots in Figure 6.15 and Table 6.7,
we observe a highly variable behavior of binding energy for compensated and
uncompensated systems. This trend is unclear and we suspect that there is
a quantum size effect at work that is similar in nature to that observed in
ultra-thin film metal-metal systems [69–73]. From the alternating binding
energy plots (Figure 6.15), we have observed a range of 1-1.5 eV of binding
energy which is fairly wide, thereby increasing the probability of capturing
the photocatalytic peak in Figure 6.1. At present, it is unknown what the
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Figure 6.10: Charge density of water on adjacent copper vacancy system.
Figure 6.11: Charge density of water on polar system.
optimal binding energy should be in order to maximize photocatalytic water
splitting for hydrogen production. However, it is promising that we observe
a wide range of tunability of binding energies depending on the nature of the
heterostructure interface and the number of TiO2 layers present (finite size
effect).
Table 6.3: Water on polar system.
n F.L(eV) Cu2O wf TiO2/H2O wf TiO (A˚) HO (A˚) TiOH (A˚) B.E
1 1.89 5.61 3.57 1.89 0.98 0.97 1.64
2 2.14 5.65 4.20 1.88 1.00 0.97 2.46
3 2.69 5.56 3.38 2.15 1.05 0.97 0.98
4 2.65 5.62 4.36 1.87 1.00 0.97 2.54
5 2.98 5.59 3.63 1.87 0.98 0.97 1.51
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Figure 6.12: Water on Ti-O vacancy system.
Table 6.4: Water on Ti-O vacancy system.
n F.L(eV) Cu2O wf TiO2/H2O wf TiO (A˚) HO (A˚) TiOH (A˚) B.E
1 2.12 5.64 3.60 1.89 1.00 0.97 2.39
2 1.98 5.498 4.92 2.14 1.66 0.99 1.92
3 2.32 5.62 4.81 1.87 1.00 0.97 2.59
4 2.73 5.72 4.00 1.87 0.98 0.97 1.10
5 2.82 5.75 4.05 1.86 0.99 0.98 2.94
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Figure 6.13: Water on Cu vacancy system.
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Table 6.5: Water on Cu vacancy system.
n F.L(eV) Cu2O wf TiO2/H2O wf TiO (A˚) HO (A˚) TiOH (A˚) B.E
1 1.3592 5.6198 5.3048 1.7921 0.9905 0.9821 1.91
2 1.8881 5.6189 4.0 1.8859 0.9979 0.9761 2.41
3 2.2919 5.5981 3.7971 1.8535 0.9823 0.9743 1.62
4 2.5300 5.618 4.32 1.8704 1.0053 0.9758 2.56
5 2.5383 5.6197 4.1267 2.1651 1.4609 0.9749 0.98
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Figure 6.14: Water on Cu vacancy alternating system.
Table 6.6: Water on Cu alternate vacancy system.
n F.L(eV) Cu2O wf TiO2/H2O wf TiO (A˚) HO (A˚) TiOH (A˚) B.E
1 1.54 5.62 4.63 2.16 1.03 0.97 0.89
2 1.87 5.62 4.47 1.89 1.01 0.97 2.40
3 2.31 5.32 4.36 2.09 1.05 0.98 1.27
4 2.42 5.62 5.01 1.8732 1.00 0.977 1.93
5 3.12 5.63 2.53 2.25 2.15 0.9774 0.73
Table 6.7: Binding Energy of compensated and uncompensated system.
n Uncom. sys. (eV) Ti-O vac. (eV) Cu alt. (eV) Cu adj. (eV)
1 1.65 2.39 0.89 1.91
2 2.46 1.92 2.40 2.41
3 0.99 2.59 1.27 1.62
4 2.54 1.10 1.93 2.56
5 1.51 2.94 0.73 0.99
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS
We model the heterostructure of TiO2 and Cu2O slab in density functional
theory using the first-principles calculation. We observe that in pure TiO2
and Cu2O slab there is an absence of electric field. We model the het-
erostructure of TiO2/Cu2O slab and observe that the potential is diverging
in thermodynamic limit as the thickness of the slab approaches infinity. Such
a diverging potential is often referred to as polar catastrophe. We propose
a polar compensation mechanism for polar and finite sized system applying
an electrostatic stability criterion. We model the compensated system by
introducing vacancies such as Cu, Ti and O at the interface. We show that
for a finite sized system the diverging potential disappears.
Furthermore, we studied the surface chemistry of water molecules on TiO2/
Cu2O photocatalyst. We observe that the charge transfer takes place at the
interface of H2O- TiO2/Cu2O where electrons from the water molecular are
transferred to the heterostructure hence increasing the binding energy as well
as the oxidation capability. We noticed a variable behavior of binding energy
for both compensated and uncompensated systems. The underlying reason
for this is unclear and we suspect that there is a quantum size effect similar
to ultra thin film metal-metal system [69–73]. We have observed a range
of 1-1.5 eV of binding energy which is fairly wide and may be capable of
capturing the photocatalytic activity peak.
In conclusion, we have successfully implemented the polar compensation
mechanism for finite sized systems. We used interface defect engineering to
create a stable polar thin-film heterointerfaces. Finally, we showed that polar
thin-film heterointerfaces can indeed be useful system for dissociating water
demonstrating a great potential for catalysis.
There are several avenues for future research opened by the work pre-
sented here. In particular, a detailed look at charge transport and charge
separation mechanisms across polar and un-polar interfaces would be very
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interesting. This would provide a detailed picture of the carrier charge sep-
aration mechanism, which is another parameter that should be tuned for
optimized photocatalysis.
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